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Book Three of The Chalcedony ChroniclesA paranormal/time travel romance series.Book One:

bkmc.me/Book1CarnelianBook Two: bkmc.me/Book2ChrysopraseMariÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s past and present

are all mixed together. To start she finds herself trapped in the past while her friends from the past

are now all in the future. She wants to go home, but Logan Jones has different plansÃ¢â‚¬â€•which

include Mari. He might say he wants her, but soon she realizes that thereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s something

more behind it. To save everyone in the future, Mari strikes a deal. She must give up Seth and

agree to date Logan. In return, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll teach her to how help her friends and family. Only,

letting go of Seth, and falling for Logan arenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t easy feats. If Mari canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t figure out

how to do so, she might lose everyone she loves.
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I have mixed feelings about Aventurine. On one hand, it does continue the story that I was

interested in Chrysoprase. However, on the other hand, it fell short on a few aspects.Aventurine is

the third book in the Chalcedony Chronicles and, in my thoughts, the second best in the series. We



get to see more of Logan, which was a big plus for me. I wanted to know more about this

antagonist. I wanted to see him work. McMichael does a fairly good representation of what our

antagonist is like and I was able to see his motivations clearly.Unfortunately, that made me want to

smack around Mari. As a character, she has changed from the first book. Which is what you want in

a series. However, I feel she is going downhill instead of up. Mari is too trusting to Logan. Even

though she goes through Ky's plans, she doesn't recognize the dangers Logan poses.I feel the

book was a good attempt at strengthening the story, but at the cost of Mari's personality. She lost

some of that spark she had before meeting Seth. I understand that she needed to play a part, but

even she seemed to believe that part quickly. It didn't just piss me off, it annoyed Ky too. Who, I

may add, is a very sound voice in the last two books.All in all, it was an okay book. Not my favorite,

but better than the first.

Another win by B. Kristin McMichael! Another story that makes me believe in the one true love and

pulled on my heart's own memories. From soft smiles, to tears - BKM has what it takes to pull me

Into her magical world where I am so much a part of the story I shed tears of happiness, sadness,

and just the overfullness of joy!I've dried most of my tears, refilled my drink, and am about to finish

this wonder of time travel.

This was a pretty good addition to the series. The only thing I didn't like is that Mari seemed sooooo

passive in this book. She just kind of accepted her fate and trickery that Logan used on her. She

didn't really seem to try much to get out of it. I mean, I understand a bit because she was doing it

because she thought she was saving Seth, but she was doing basically nothing but complaining

about what had happened and how she couldn't get out of it. I don't know. It was just so different

compared to the first two books where she at least had determination and a bit of fight, even if she

didn't know if she'd succeed. But in this book she was totally submissive and it bothered me a bit.

I'm hoping she has more fight in her in the next book. Other than that I really did enjoy this book.

And I can't wait to find out more about Kye. He's been an interesting character so far and I'm sure

we are going to find out who he really is in the next book. I don't believe he's Logan's brother for

one second. So let's find out!

What can be said about again another excellent work by BKM. I personally have read all her books

and the these series Chalcedony Chronicles is my favorite. This book (#3) to me was a chance to

understand the other side of the coin (aka Logan). I also enjoyed the explanation of how it all began



and who the people are. I felt thru out the whole book that Kye was the best character by far. I don't

know what Mari would have done with out him. He was definitely her life raft. If you are expecting a

book full of Seth its not going to happen. If you expect a book full of growth and explanation of the

worlds, the people and how it all began then you will not be bored or disappointed This book is all

about Mari, Kye and Logan. I cant wait for the 4th book.

This one is very slow going and there are a lot of logic errors where the author says the characters

are doing one thing then a few pages later do something different as if they did not say the earlier

things. Things like Logan telling our heroine to dress warm cause they are going somewhere cold

but a few pages later she is putting on a sun dress. Better editing needed.However, if you ignore

these continuity issues it is still a good book. It's complicated reading as you have all the time travel

and multiple lives for lots of the characters so sometimes it is a bit hard to keep things straight but

this just adds to the enjoyment of this book as you have to keep your wits about you all the time.The

plot drags after a while and a couple of times I was ready to give up but thankfully I did not.

Hopefully the next book has a bit more action and adventure in it.Good writing and interesting world

building. Well worth reading.

So far this series has been great! The only issues I have with the books are some of the

grammatical errors. When referring to people, the author says for example: "She is the one that has

the stone" instead of "She is the one WHO has the stone". In most cases this is one of the most

glaring grammatical errors: "She's going to do it anyways", when it should be "She's going to do it

ANYWAY". Despite that, I enjoy the series very much.

First off the mari is slow. And many times she questions the same stuff the she has answers to but

yet still has know clue whats going in. She claims she can protect herself really I dont see it... I like

where the book is going so ive cont to read and will read the 4th book I think it could be better

though if the author remembers things shes previous written if she's going to make someone

reference back to it..

I wish this series would never end! I love it so much! I read each of the books so fast that I have to

wait what seems like FOREVER for the next on to come out. :)
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